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Benidorm
Series 5 (2012) Quiz 1

1. What job is Les/Leslie's son Liam at the hotel at the start of Series 5?

2. Who has opened up their own salon at the Solana?

3. Who has replaced Janey as the new hotel manager?

4. Which character 'returned from the dead' (and a jail sentence), at the shock surprise of Kenneth 
and Gavin, making them believe they have seen a ghost?

5. What is the prize for the winner of Joyce's dance competition?

6. Which actor/TV Presenter plays Joyce's old flame, Cyril Babcock?

7. Why does Kenneth start to regret employing Carmen has his assistant?

8. At the annoyance of Mick, who turns up at the hotel for a stag party?

9. Trudy plans to get the kiss of life from Mateo at the pool but who does she end up being 'revived' 
by?

10. What type of thieves have the Garvey's heard people are being abducted for around Benidorm?

11. Who witnesses Madge being kidnapped on her way to the supermarket?

12. How much does Sam bet Trudy to act 'ladylike' until midnight - no farting, swearing, burping or 
violence?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Hotel Caretaker
2. Kenneth
3. Joyce Temple-Savage
4. Donald
5. €100 voucher for Kenneth's salon
6. Matthew Kelly

7. She doesn’t speak English
8. His Brother Pete and Father Stan
9. Les (dressed as Pamela Anderson)
10. Organ thieves
11. Michael
12. €20

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 5 (2012) Quiz 1

1. What job is Les/Leslie's son Liam at the hotel at the start of Series 5?

2. Who has opened up their own salon at the Solana?

3. Who has replaced Janey as the new hotel manager?

4. Which character 'returned from the dead' (and a jail sentence), at the shock surprise of Kenneth 
and Gavin, making them believe they have seen a ghost?

5. What is the prize for the winner of Joyce's dance competition?

6. Which actor/TV Presenter plays Joyce's old flame, Cyril Babcock?

7. Why does Kenneth start to regret employing Carmen has his assistant?

8. At the annoyance of Mick, who turns up at the hotel for a stag party?

9. Trudy plans to get the kiss of life from Mateo at the pool but who does she end up being 'revived' 
by?

10. What type of thieves have the Garvey's heard people are being abducted for around Benidorm?

11. Who witnesses Madge being kidnapped on her way to the supermarket?

12. How much does Sam bet Trudy to act 'ladylike' until midnight - no farting, swearing, burping or 
violence?
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